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The Xmas trees and decorations are going up in the shopping
centers, the “Happy Holidays” music is beginning to play and the
Festive Season is almost upon us! Dust off the Xmas trees and
decorations and start planning for the Festive season.
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Homemade Gifts

That being said, the topic of the obligatory Xmas present’s and corporate gifting

is coming to the forefront of our minds. 

On that matter, why do men always get given, soap on the rope, golf balls,

handkerchiefs, chocolates and socks?? Think again, AWG Trading has got a

wonderful range of classy, incredible Luigi Bormioli and Bormioli Rocco
Italian glassware ranges consisting of Decanters and Decanter sets, crystal,
Whiskey ,Craft beer, Beer and  Gin glasses, glassware bar accessories and

lots more that are sure to excite any man on Xmas morning. For the braai lovers,

the NoStik range has a range of Teflon coated, reusable, easy to clean BBQ
liners, Skottel liners, BBQ and Oven baskets and BBQ Grill mats. Tried, tested

and with rave reviews they have proved to be an asset to any braai.

GIFTING
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For those who let their creative juices

unleash and enjoy making homemade gifts,

the extensive Bormioli Rocco ranges of

100% Italian made jars, bottles and carafes

are your one stop go to shop.



 

For the bakers amongst us who bake

their own Xmas cakes……firstly, we

would like to salute you!!!

It is time to bake your Xmas cakes in

order to have time for the fruit in the

cake, to soak up the brandy to give it

that traditional flavour that we all love!
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Xmas Cakes

The Lock Eat range of handy jars with fully

removable lids are ideal for preserving,

storing and serving. The Quattro Stagioni jars

and bottles with screw off lids, wide tubby

shapes and new extra wide mouths are perfect

for fermenting and preserving and ideal for

storing food. The Fido jar range with their clip

lids are specifically designed for freezing and

ideal for all the other traditional pasteurizing

and airtight preserving techniques. 

 Make use of the Quattro Stagioni funnel to fill your jars. The special mouth

shape of the funnel with two diameters, fits most size jars and the makes filling

of your jars a breeze.

Personalize your homemade gifts with a message or the name or date of the

preparation of the contents of the jars or bottles on the wonderful and

delightfully designed Quattro Stagioni adhesive labels, designed to be used on

your jars. Complete your gift with the gorgeous 13pc lid cover kits, complete

with fabric covers, rubber bands and twine.
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Whether you need square, round,

springform, loaf or muffin baking tins, the

Pyrex® Asemetria and Daily bakeware

ranges have got you covered. The

 ergonomically designed, no-stick

bakeware ranges will make any baking

experience easier and more efficient. For

the glass lovers, the Pyrex®glass Bake &

Enjoy range has been expanded and we

now have a second size Fan/quiche dish.

As the true cooks and bakers say, preparation is the key to success in the

kitchen.

Make sure that you have all the right measuring jugs and mixing bowls in

your kitchen, that you need to bake your cakes. The Pyrex® measuring and

mixing Classic range, have been in kitchens around the world from

generation to generation and are a favourite and trusted brand for many

bakers.

 

Of course, your baking experience would not be complete and nearly as

uncomplicated without the NoStik range of silicone bake mats, baking tray liners,

cake tin liners, oven protectors and muffin liners. The NoStik Teflon coated no-

stick baking accessories are reusable, eliminate the need to grease your tins, easy

to clean, decrease the washing up load and are a reusable alternative to baking

paper.
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Whats new in the warehouse??

Pyrex® has been busy with innovation and we are now able to increase our ranges even

further. In the Bake&Enjoy range we have a new 2.1L Quiche and Flan dish and the

Asemetria range has 2 new additions, namely, a square 24cm springform tin and a mini

muffin loaf tray comprising of 6 mini loaf tins. 

 
Take care everyone and have a good long weekend.

PS Don’t forget to Vote!
 

“Fail to prepare, prepare to fail”, get organized early for the end of the year rush and

things should run more smoothly.

Thank you all for your ongoing support. 
Take care and be safe!

the AWG Trading team.
 


